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Beyonce arrives at her ball two 
weeks late, finds Fetish Ball instead

        You’ve probably all seen it, and you probably don’t want to hear about it anymore: 
The Dress. The biggest controversy to take the Internet by storm since… I don’t 
know, some other controversy. People got so up in arms about whether the god-
damned dress was blue and black or white and gold that they lost sight of  reality, and 
probably lost a few friends.

        A few smart cookies understood that colors can look different to different people 
and under different lightings, but this important takeaway lesson was overlooked by the 
vast majority, who became so defensive of  their subjective opinions that psychologists 
across the world were shocked.

        “We’ve never seen anything like this before,” says Remy Ontrop, Professor of  
Social Psychology at UCLA. “People refusing to take other perspectives into account, 
and stubbornly sticking to their one-sided view of  the world? Absolutely unheard of!”
 
        He’s right -- it really isn’t typical for humanity to be so starkly divided and close-
minded. Even on hot-button issues like gun control and transgender rights, the most 
strongly opinionated interlocutors will recognize that people come from different 
backgrounds and have valid reasons for their perspectives. These kind of  debates have 
never in the history of  mankind devolved into vitriolic hate-speech; they have been a 
beacon of  interpersonal respect and understanding. But the dress has shown a whole 
new side of  the selfish capabilities of  our species.

        Just what is it about the dress debate that has drawn such fierce discord and 
factionalization? Perhaps aligning oneself  with #TeamBlueBlack or #TeamWhiteGold 
gives one a sense of  group cohesion and confidence in one’s mental abilities. Perhaps 
people simply got so interested in this issue because it was so trivial, and had nothing 
to do with racist cops or ISIS genocide. When you need something to stand for, why 
not stick with pretty dresses and colorful rainbows?

       
Two weeks and three days ago, the planners of  Beyonce Ball were all set to shock and 
awe their classmates. No, not with bombs; with The Queen herself! Unbeknownst to 
the rest of  the student body, they had managed, somehow, to convince Beyonce to 
fly into town for one night only, grace the SU with her presence, then depart into the 
ether once more. They were, in a word, psyched. 

       Alas, their dreams were dashed. Beyonce never showed up, nor did she reply 
to the sixteen emails they sent her in the days that followed. “Well,” said one of  the 
planners, Hannah Morales ‘16, “we tried. I was just glad we hadn’t told anybody, you 
know? There would have been riots.” 

       Nobody -- absolutely nobody -- considered the possibility that Bey had simply 
gotten the date wrong. 

       As fate would have it, though, she did. She arrived in the SU at 9:30 PM this past 
Saturday night...and walked directly into Fetish Ball.

       “We were all just, like, awkwardly grinding up on each other to some obscure 
EDM, like usual,” said Douglas Jakobs ‘17, and then she walked in, and everything 
just...stopped. I heard one girl whisper, ‘that’s Beyonce,’ and then everybody started 
screaming. After that, it’s all a blur.”

       Beyonce reportedly ascended the stage, seemingly without actually moving her 
feet or legs, before looking out into the sea of  leather- and fishnet-clad bodies. “She 
looked...startled,” said Monique Ackermann ‘18. “Like, her eyes got sorta big, and 
she took a step back, and stumbled over a giant dildo, which was awkward, but then...
well, she got it together and started singing, like it was nothing!”

       Some dance-goers were uncomfortable with the pop star’s sudden appearance. “I 
was wearing a slave-Leia bra and, like, some snakeskin leggings,” said Jeremy Morris 
‘15, “and normally that would be okay, but Beyonce was there, and I swear to god she 
looked me in the eye, and I could feel the judgment, and...shit. I was fucking wasted, 
too, and my dancing was out of  step with the music, I’m sure of  it. God damnit. 
Shit.” 

       How did Beyonce feel, you ask? According to most reports, her demeanor 
changed throughout the evening. “At first, she seemed uncomfortable,” said Gracie 
Joseph ‘17, “but then she got a drink from some senior with a bottle of  Smirnoff, 
she took somebody’s riding crop, and Jay-Z got there...then, things got interesting.”

       Beyonce courteously ceded the stage for the deep-throat contest and burlesque 
show, joining the audience in applauding the performers, then, after a generous 
fifteen minutes of  milling with the masses, retook her place at the helm, performing a 
surprisingly kinky set of  songs that nobody had heard before.

       “Did...did she just compose an entire album about bondage, from the stage?” asked 
Lyall Davis ‘18? 

       “Hell yeah, she did,” said Mariah Lewis. “Hell yeah.” 

       Ms. Knowles-Carter’s PR representative, Eleanor Mitchell, refused to comment.
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        Torn by a simultaneous desire to punish President Obama for temporarily halt-
ing the deportations of  millions of  illegal immigrants, and fear of  suffering political 
backlash for defunding the Department of  Homeland Security in an attempt to send 
a message (despite funding for the department being completely separate from the 
funding for immigration-based programs) Republicans in congress came to what 
Speaker John Boehner dubbed the “most sensible, adult solution” of  discussing the 
funding of  the department every five minutes, for forever.

        “People say we’re not responsible,” Boehner chuckled on Meet the Press last Sun-
day.  “They say we’ll shut down anything to get our way.  But that’s not true! We’ve 
funded the Department of  Homeland Security twice since this interview started!”

        Many employees of  the DHS were disappointed that their livelihood would be 
on the line every five minutes for the immediate future, but most accepted the new 
conditions as part of  the political process.  “Do I like constantly fearing that I won’t 
be paid? No, of  course not,” one janitor told The Pamphlette.  “But that’s just how our 
system works: if  you can’t get your way, just keep making crises until you do.  It’s 
what George Washington bled for.”
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Republicans fund Homeland Security 
for five more minutes, indefinitely

Actual footage from Saturday night.

There are so many jokes I could make about printing this image
 in black and white.

John Boehner:  great speaker or greatest speaker?


